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Mass spectrometry has gained prominence in limited proteolysis studies largely due to its
unparalleled precision in determining protein molecular mass. However, proteolytic frag-
ments usually cannot be identified through direct mass measurement, since multiple subse-
quences of a protein can frequently be matched to observed masses of proteolytic fragments.
Therefore, additional information from N-terminal sequencing is often needed. Here we
demonstrate that mass spectrometry analysis of the time course of limited proteolysis reactions
provides new information that is self-sufficient to identify all proteolytic fragments. The
method uses a non-specific protease like subtilisin and exploits information contained in the
time-resolved dataset such as: increased likelihood of identifying larger fragments generated
during initial proteolysis solely by their masses, additivity of the masses of two mutually
exclusive sequence regions that generate the full-length molecule (or an already assigned
subfragment), and analyses of the proteolytic subfragment patterns that are facilitated by
having established the initial cleavage sites. We show that the identities of the observed
proteolytic fragments can be determined by LC/MS alone because enough constraints exist in
the time-resolved dataset. For a medium-sized protein, it takes about 8 h to complete the study,
a significant improvement over the traditional SDS-PAGE and N-terminal sequencing method,
which usually takes several days. We illustrate this method with application to the catalytic
domain of mitogen-activated protein kinase-activated protein kinase-2, and compare the
results with N-terminal sequencing data and the known X-ray crystal structure. (J Am Soc
Mass Spectrom 2008, 19, 841–854) © 2008 American Society for Mass SpectrometryLimited proteolysis is a method that has been usedfor decades in a wide range of applications in-volving protein structure analysis. The method
consists of two parts: proteolysis of the target protein
under controlled conditions where the protein is only
partially digested, followed by identification of pro-
tease-resistant stable products. The first part is well
established and has remained essentially unchanged
methodologically over the years, even though the pre-
cise reason for why some sites are sensitive to cleavage,
whereas others are resistant, is not entirely known.
Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that accessible,
flexible, and unstructured regions are preferably
cleaved [1, 2] and that stably folded and structured
fragments are more resistant to cleavage. The second
part of the method, identifying limited proteolysis
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doi:10.1016/j.jasms.2008.02.014products, has traditionally been done by SDS-PAGE
coupled with N-terminal sequencing. However, this
approach is slow, tedious, and usually cannot deter-
mine the C-termini of proteolysis products due to
insufficient accuracy of SDS-PAGE for measuring pro-
tein fragment mass.
Advances in matrix-assisted laser desorption/ion-
ization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-
TOFMS or MALDI) and high performance liquid
chromatography with electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (HPLC-ESI-MS or LC/MS) have revolu-
tionized mass spectral analysis of macromolecules with
greater mass accuracy and speed. As a result, much
more precise information about proteolysis products
can be obtained when mass spectrometry is used. In the
past ten years or so, many studies involving limited
proteolysis have used mass spectrometry, such as bind-
ing epitope mapping [3–7], domain structure and func-
tion [8–14], protein–protein interaction and assembly
[15–18], protein modification [19–21], protein confor-
mation and topology [22–27], and domain isolation and
crystallography [28–30], for example. Generally speak-
ing, unless specific enzymes are used, MS-based ap-
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842 TAO ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2008, 19, 841–854proaches still need additional information from other
techniques such as N-terminal sequencing to unambig-
uously identify proteolysis products. This is because
many fragments of a protein molecule can have very
similar masses that are too close to be differentiated by
a simple mass spectrometric measurement. A common
way to bypass this hurdle is using high-specificity
proteases such as trypsin to cleave at specific residues.
Although this approach facilitates assignment of de-
tected masses to fragments, it limits the analysis to
regions of the target protein that contain the preferred
amino acid sequence. In addition, many so-called spe-
cific proteases will cleave both primary recognition
sequences and secondary sequences, thus further com-
plicating identification of fragments. Alternatively, pep-
tide mapping on HPLC isolated fractions or SDS-PAGE
separated bands could provide additional information
on sequence coverage that could in principle facilitate
fragment identification. However, each HPLC fraction
or gel band requires significant amounts of sample
preparation and enzymatic digestion time (hours) fol-
lowed by additional time for LC/MS/MS analysis. A
complete limited proteolysis study by peptide mapping
could take several days to finish. In addition, it can
sometimes be challenging to determine the N- or C-
termini of protein fragments by peptide mapping.
Recently Stroh and colleagues [31] reported a
method for using mass spectrometry alone to identify
the N- and C-termini of stable fragments generated by
limited proteolysis with semispecific or non-specific
proteases. They showed that limited proteolysis prod-
ucts can be identified in cases where semispecific or
non-specific proteases generate closely related frag-
Scheme 1. Protein sequence of the catalytic
activated protein kinase-2 (MK2) construct used
subtilisin cleavage sites identified in the presen
indicate sites that are the most susceptible to suments containing the same N- or C-terminus on one endwhile differing by a few residues at the other end. The
Stroh studies prompted us to develop a general method
for analyzing limited proteolysis products that solely
relies on LC/MS.
Here, we report a new, time-resolved LC/MS
method for identifying proteolytic fragments of target
protein molecules using a non-specific protease such as
subtilisin. The approach exploits mass and sequence
constraints to eliminate false sequences matched to
observed masses of proteolytic fragments. The most
useful constraints are sequence exclusivity, sequence
and mass complementarities (masses and sequence
regions that sum to that of the intact protein), sequence
and mass similarities of fragments co-eluting in LC
separation, and the connectivity that exists between the
known initial cleavage sites and the chronological pat-
tern of sub-fragmentation that proceeds until the reac-
tion is stopped. The time-resolved approach enables a
more rapid and information-rich means for conducting
structural analyses of protein targets by limited prote-
olysis.
Experimental
Protein Reagents
The DNA coding region for a truncated form (residues
41–364, as shown in Scheme 1) of isoform 2 of mitogen-
activated protein kinase-activated protein kinase-2
(MAPKAP-K2 or MK2, RefSeq #NP116584) was cloned
into a modified version of the commercially available
pET28b vector (Novagen) in which the multiple-cloning
site had been rearranged and the N-terminal His-tag
ain of the mitogen-activated protein kinase-
his study (calculated mass  37,601.5 Da). The
y are marked by arrows and asterisks. Arrows
in.dom
in t
t studregion removed.
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(241–364) with a single Met residue added on the
N-terminus. The construct was expressed in E. coli
BL21(DE3) cells (Novagen) in M9 minimal media sup-
plemented with casamino acids and trace minerals. The
recombinant protein was purified by cation exchange
chromatography using an SP-Sepharose Fast Flow col-
umn, followed by size-exclusion chromatography using
a Superdex 200 column, and yielded a product with a
purity of 98%, as assessed by SDS-PAGE. Purified
MK2 was stored at 80 °C in small aliquots, at a
concentration of 1 mg/mL in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5,
containing 0.2 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 10 mM DTT.
A fresh aliquot was thawed and used for each experi-
ment.
Subtilisin Carlsberg was purchased from Sigma–
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) as lyophilized powder
(Cat. #P5380), reconstituted in 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0,
containing 150 mM NaCl, to 1 mg/mL, at 0 °C, and
immediately frozen at 80 °C in small aliquots. A fresh
aliquot was used in each experiment.
Enzyme-to-Substrate Ratio
An appropriate enzyme-to-substrate ratio is needed to
ensure that sufficient proteolysis occurs to allow stable
domains to be identified, but not so much that the target
protein is overly digested. When subtilisin was used as
the protease, we have found an enzyme-to-substrate
(E/S) ratio of 1/2000 (m/m) is optimal for most pro-
teins (data not shown). This ratio usually allows all
major proteolysis events to be captured over the 6-h
time course. If the starting ratio was not suitable for a
target protein, depending on the situation, increasing or
decreasing the ratio by 10-fold would usually result in
an acceptable digestion.
Limited Proteolysis
At time zero, MK2 at a concentration of 1.0 mg/mL was
mixed with subtilisin at a mass ratio of E/S  1/20,000.
The sample was then placed in an autosampler that
injected the reaction mixture into the LC/MS system at
different time points. The sample tray of the autosam-
pler was maintained at 25 0.3 °C. The first injection of
5 L of reaction mixture was made 2 min after MK2 was
mixed with subtilisin. Additional injections of reaction
mixture in equal volume were made every 15 min
thereafter for the first 2 h, then every 30 min for the
following 4 h. In the time course experiment using the
traditional SDS-PAGE and N-terminal sequencing
method, aliquots of 10 L sample were collected at
various time points, and 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl
fluoride (Cat. #P7626, Sigma–Aldrich) was added to
stop the reaction before each tube was placed on dry ice.
After all time point samples were collected, the frac-
tions were thawed, mixed with lithium dodecyl sulfate
sample buffer (Cat. #NP0007, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,
USA), and loaded directly onto a 4–12% NuPage gel(Invitrogen) running in MES [2-(N-morpholino) ethane-
sulfonic acid] buffer.
LC/MS Analysis
The HPLC system including a temperature-controlled
autosampler, an HPLC pump, and a photodiode detec-
tor, was made by Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham,
MA, USA). The reversed-phase liquid chromatography
(RPLC) column (Jupiter 5 C4 300 Å, 50  2.0 mm),
used for separating proteolytic fragments, was pur-
chased from Phenomenex (Torrance, CA, USA). The
mobile phases were 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA;
Fluka, Cat. #91,707) dissolved in Millipore water (A)
and acetonitrile (B) (Cat. #10071618, Honeywell Burdick
& Jackson, Muskegon, MI, USA). The separation was
done at a flow rate of 200 L/min with a combination
of several linear gradients. For 15-min separation, the
gradient in percentage of A was 100–57, 57–52, 52–100,
100–, in 1, 8, 1, and 5 min, respectively. For 30-min
separation, the gradient in percentage of A was 100–60,
60–57, 57–53, 53–44, 44–30, 30–100, 100–, in 4, 5, 5, 5, 3,
2, and 6 min, respectively. Eluted protein fragments
from the RPLC column were fed into an LCQ-DUO ion
trap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
through a sample-introducing capillary heated at
200 °C. Raw data collected on each mass spectrum were
averaged using the Boxcar smoothing algorithm with
five data points. Preliminary mass spectra were first
obtained by deconvoluting raw data using ProMass
(Novatia LLC, Princeton, NJ, USA), a software program
for automatic deconvolution of multiply charged mac-
romolecular ions. The major masses obtained from
ProMass analysis were then further analyzed by Bio-
works 3.2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using the Biomass
Calculation and Deconvolution function to obtain final
mass spectra.
Mass Recalibration
We have observed that the main source of error in mass
measurement by our ion trap mass spectrometers is
instrumental drift. We have also found this effect can
easily be rectified by adjusting measured masses with a
linear recalibration curve. The recalibration curve was
obtained by measuring masses of three control proteins
(masses ranging from about 10 to 60 kDa) and correlat-
ing measured masses with their respective calculated
masses.
Results and Discussion
The time-resolved limited proteolysis method we have
developed consists of two general procedures. The first
involves experimental generation of limited proteolysis
fragments at appropriate time intervals and over an
appropriate total time period, followed by chromato-
graphic separation of the proteolytic fragments and
determination of their masses by mass spectrometry.
844 TAO ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2008, 19, 841–854The second involves interpretation of all the data gen-
erated throughout the time course in a way that leads to
a self-consistent set of constraints that enable determi-
nation of the identities of proteolytic fragments, includ-
ing intermediates.
LC Separation of Fragments and Determination of
Masses
Shown in Figure 1 are six chromatograms from time-
resolved limited proteolysis of MK2, in which major
peaks were denoted as peak 1 through peak 7. As can be
seen from the figure, the proteolysis products in peaks
5 and 6 were visible at very early stages of the reaction.
The amount of intact MK2 (in peak 7) decreased over
time and became undetectable by the 4-h time point. A
total of at least six major proteolysis products (from
peak 1 through peak 6) were formed and remain visible
by the 6-h time point. Mass spectral analysis on each
chromatographic peak over the entire time course de-
tected a total of 12 species, as shown in Table 1. The
blank fields in Table 1 are those at which a fragment
was not detected or the signals were too weak to have
a dependable measurement. Average mass values for
each fragment are also given in the table. Averaging the
measured mass over several time points was performed
Figure 1. Chromatographic profiles of proteoly
at labeled time points. MK2 was mixed with su
25 °C for 6 h (bottom to top). Aliquots of the reac
2 min after the reaction started, and every 15 m
next 4 h, using two different gradients (top
Experimental section. Equivalent peaks for the
spectra of all chromatographic peaks (except the
summarized in Table 1.to reduce random error.Generation of the Time Dependence of Proteolytic
Fragments
In this study, the proteolysis products were well sepa-
rated, given that only peaks 5, 6, and 7 contained more
than one fragment. It was possible to obtain a dynamic,
semiquantitative description of all proteolysis products
by plotting their quantities, obtained from the LC
profile, versus time as shown in Figure 2. For most
HPLC peaks (measured by UV absorption at 214 nm)
containing only one fragment, the peak height was used
directly to quantify a fragment’s total amount. If more
than one fragment were present in the HPLC peak, each
fragment’s quantity was approximated based on the
assumption that those very similar fragments have
similar ionization potentials; thus their mass spectral
intensities were proportional to their relative quantities.
Although the identities of the fragments are still un-
known before further analysis, their relative stabilities
were distinctively different based on the profiles shown
in Figure 2. It is very easy to differentiate stable frag-
ments (the top 7 curves with solid lines) from those
transient species (the bottom 5 curves with dashed
lines). Based on stability, fragments are categorized into
three groups: the most stable ones (denoted by “ms”),
the relatively stable ones (denoted by “rs”), and the
transient ones (denoted by “tr”). The quantities of the
agments measured by UV absorption at 214 nm
in at time zero. The reaction was carried out at
mixture were sampled and analyzed by LC/MS
the next 2 h, followed by every 30 min for the
ersus bottom 3 profiles) as described in the
gradients are indicated by the numbers. Mass
eled minor ones between peak 1 and peak 3) aretic fr
btilis
tion
in for
3 v
two
unlabmost stable fragments did not show an obvious de-
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tively stable fragments did decrease over time, but
significant amounts were still detected at the 6-h time
point. The quantity of each transient fragment reached
their maximum during the early phase of proteolysis
(20–40 min from the start of the reaction), then de-
creased dramatically in the following 2 h, and became
undetectable by the 4-h time point. In contrast, a
significant amount of each stable fragment was still
detected at the 6-h time point. We use a nomenclature
for each fragment that starts with a two-letter code
denoting the stability of the fragment, followed by the
name of the chromatographic peak in which the frag-
ment was detected, and its average mass. For example,
the transient fragment detected in peak 7 with an
average mass of 36,329.9 Da is referred to as tr-p7-
36,329.9 Da.
To summarize the time dependence of the fragments
observed, the most stable fragments were: ms-p2-
1288.71 Da, ms-p3-11,264.7 Da, and ms-p4-4670.0 Da;
the relatively stable ones were: rs-p6-15,916.8 Da, rs-p5-
19,506.0 Da, rs-p5-20,432.5 Da, and rs-p1-944.38 Da; the
transient fragments including the intact MK2 molecule
were: tr-p6-16,843.0 Da, tr-p5-20,777.3 Da, tr-p5-21,704.1
Da, tr-p7-36,329.9 Da, and tr-p7-37,601.3 Da. Once these
fragments are identified, this profile will provide a
detailed description of the whole proteolysis process
with all major reaction products including transient
Table 1. Detected fragment masses of MK2 from each chromato
Time
point
(min) Detected
2 37602 21703 20777
17 37600 36330 21705 20777 20431
32 37601 36328 21704 20778 20432
47 37602 36329 21704 20779 20433
62 37601 36331 21706 20779 20433
77 37602 36330 21704 20777 20433
92 37602 36331 21703 20778 20434
107 37601 36331 21706 20777 20432
122 37601 36330 21703 20777 20433
152 36330 21704 20777 20432
182 36330 21703 20777 20433
212 36328 20432
242 36328 20432
272 20432
302 20433
332 20433
362 20432
Average 37601.3 36329.9 21704.1 20777.3 20432.5
SD 0.7 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.7
HPLC
peak
p7 p7 p5 p5 p5
Averaged masses and their corresponding standard deviations (SDs) a
is also shown.
aThe blank fields are those at which certain fragments were not detectones accounted for.Identification of Proteolytic Fragments from
Observed Masses and Matched Sequences
For each observed fragment, a list of subsequences of
MK2 can be assembled whose calculated masses match,
within error, that of the fragment. That is, if the ob-
served fragments are treated as discrete variables, the
lists corresponding to each observed fragment are their
potential values. The theoretical basis of the current
method is that if enough independent constraints exist,
all variables that are subject to these constraints can be
determined unambiguously. For this reason, the success
of the current method depends on whether enough
relationships among proteolytic fragments can be
found. Time-resolved limited proteolysis provides a
way to follow the proteolysis reaction as it proceeds and
identify relationships among various fragments at dif-
ferent time stages of the reaction. As more constraints
are identified during data analysis, more false se-
quences can be eliminated. Eventually, only one se-
quence remains on the list that is the true value or the
identity of each fragment. Guidelines on how to ap-
proach the data analysis are subsequently described.
Similar to solving equations with multiple un-
knowns, multiple approaches exist in eliminating false
sequences during data analysis. Nevertheless, certain
ways lead to the solution more straightforwardly and
rapidly. We have found the following general guide-
hic peak at different time points.a
ment masses (Da)
16842 15916
08 16843 15917 11265 1288.72
06 16842 15917 11265 1288.66
05 16843 15916 11264 1288.72 944.32
04 16845 15917 11265 1288.72 944.32
06 16843 15917 11264 1288.72 944.39
07 15917 11265 1288.72 944.39
06 15917 11265 1288.72 944.32
06 15917 11265 1288.66 944.39
06 15917 11264 4670 1288.72 944.39
06 15916 11265 4670 1288.72 944.39
06 15916 11264 4670 1288.72 944.39
06 15916 11264 4670 1288.72 944.39
06 15916 11264 4670 1288.72 944.39
06 15917 11264 4670 1288.79 944.39
05 15916 11264 4670 1288.66 944.39
05 15916 11264 4670 1288.72 944.39
06.0 16843.0 15916.8 11264.7 4670.0 1288.71 944.38
9 1.2 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.03 0.03
p6 p6 p3 p4 p2 p1
o given. The name of the HPLC peak in which each mass was detected
the signals were too weak to yield reliable measurements.grap
frag
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
0.
p5
re als
ed orlines work well for MK2 as well as other protein targets
846 TAO ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2008, 19, 841–854in our lab: (1) identify larger fragments first because
they usually have fewer potential sequences and may in
fact be unambiguously identified from the observed
mass value alone; (2) during the initial cleavage period,
look for complementary fragments whose masses sum
to that of the intact full-length protein (after subtracting
the mass of water due to hydrolysis of the peptide
bond); (3) start from the beginning of the time course,
analyze the late stage next, and, finally, work toward
the intermediate stages; and (4) fragments that elute
from the same chromatographic peak are structurally
similar and may contain the same amino or carboxyl
terminus.
List fragment masses against potential sequences. As men-
tioned previously, the list is a set of sequences whose
calculated masses are within a small mass window
(experimental error) of the detected mass. Two factors
are considered when setting the width of the mass
window. The mass window should be large enough to
include the true sequence, but not be too large to
introduce false positives. It is therefore obvious that the
higher the accuracy of the mass spectrometer used, the
easier it is to narrow down the true sequence. Since our
LCQ-DUO mass spectrometer can routinely achieve a
mass accuracy of better than2 Da after recalibration in
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rs-p5-20432.5 Da
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Figure 2. Time dependence of major proteolyt
nm) peak height is used directly for quantifica
multiple masses were detected, the relative con
mass spectral intensity, assuming the fragment
labeled as most stable (ms), relatively stable (rs),
in, and the observed mass.the mass range up to 40 kD, a mass window of 3 Dawas chosen to select potential sequences for most mea-
sured masses that required deconvoluting multiply
charged ions. For smaller fragments (2000 Da) whose
masses were measured directly by monoisotopic mass
with higher precision (0.1 Da), a mass window of0.2
Da was chosen. Thus, average masses and monoiso-
topic masses were used for large (2000 Da) and small
(2000 Da) fragments, respectively. For each of the
detected fragments shown in Tables 2–4, all possible
sequences and their masses were calculated by a cus-
tom-written Perl script.
Identify large fragments and complementary fragments dur-
ing initial cleavage. The initial cleavage period pro-
duces key information that greatly facilitates identifica-
tion of the various intermediates and final limited
proteolysis fragments of ultimate interest. For example,
during the initial cleavage period, it is possible to
generate large fragments that can be readily identified
because there may be only a single sequence region
whose mass matches with it. This is in fact the case for
tr-p7-36,329.9 Da (Table 3), which was identified as
(11–325), because it is the only possible sequence within
the selection window of 3 Da.
Another key piece of information obtainable during
the initial cleavage events is the production of pairs of
80 210 24
e (min)
0 270 300 330 360
tr-p7-37601.3 Da
tr-p7-36329.9 Da
tr-p5-21704.1 Da
tr-p5-20777.3 Da
tr-p6-16843.0 Da
st-p6-15916.8 Da
st-p5-20432.5 Da
vs-p3-11264.7 Da
st-p5-19506.0 Da
4670.0 Da
0
6.936416667
ms-p3-11264.7 Da
506.0 Da
ms-p4-4670.0 Da
s-p2-1288.71 Da
rs-p1-944.38 Da
gments of MK2 observed by LC/MS. UV (214
if only one mass was detected in the peak; if
f each component was approximated from the
e similar ionization potentials. Fragments are
ansient (tr), along with the LC peak they eluted1
Tim
5-19
m
ic fra
tion
tent o
s hav
or trmasses, whose values sum to the total mass of either the
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(a) Complementary fragments (b) Complementary fragments
rs-p6-15916.8  0.5 Da r-p5-21704.1  1.1 Da tr-p6-16843.0  1.2 Da tr-p5-20777.3  1.1 Da
Potential Calculated Potential Calculated Potential Calculated Potential Calculated
sequence mass sequence mass Sequence mass sequence mass
(1–138) 15915.51 (1–189) 21703.06 (1–146) 16844.56 (1–181) 20776.02
(6–144) 15919.48 (3–191) 21706.04 (8–154) 16846.55 (7–188) 20780.00
(9–147) 15915.45 (18–207) 21702.93 (54–200) 16842.31 (12–193) 20774.98
(10–148) 15915.45 (20–208) 21703.96 (121–267) 16840.39 (42–221) 20775.00
(11–149) 15915.45 (31–220) 21705.16 (122–268) 16839.44 (46–225) 20776.97
(32–169) 15915.45 (39–226) 21707.09 (145–289) 16844.46 (70–251) 20780.87
(33–170) 15915.45 (52–241) 21707.11 (161–306) 16840.46 (71–252) 20780.87
(82–221) 15915.24 (63–251) 21700.91 (165–309) 16842.44 (79–260) 20775.78
(83–222) 15913.23 (92–280) 21701.00 (182–325) 16843.50 (103–283) 20780.72
(93–233) 15919.28 (108–295) 21706.91 (112–291) 20777.82
(99–239) 15920.18 (115–303) 21707.98 (119–298) 20779.97
(104–244) 15914.21 (125–311) 21704.03 (126–305) 20773.06
(111–250) 15915.19 (127–313) 21702.06 (128–307) 20774.05
(128–266) 15912.38 (139–325) 21704.01 (145–323) 20780.91
(159–296) 15914.43 (146–324) 20774.96
(163–300) 15914.42 (147–325) 20774.96
(176–311) 15919.36
(190–325) 15916.46
 mass  0.3 Da  mass  1.0 Da  mass  0.5 Da  mass  1.3 Da
aFragment nomenclature is described in the legend to Figure 2. Sequence regions are indicated by the sequence number of the amino and carboxyl
terminal residues separated by a hyphen. For each detected fragment mass, a mass window of at least3 Da was used to select potential sequences.
Sequences not satisfying a complementary relationship (sequences if fused together would form the original molecule) are eliminated and shown
in gray. The final determined sequences are shown in bold. Each  mass is the difference between detected mass and the calculated mass of its
determined sequence.Table 3. Four detected fragments and their potential sequences.a
tr-p7-36329.9  1.1 Da rs-p5-19506.0  0.9 Da rs-p5-20432.0  0.7 Da ms-p3-11264.7  0.5 Da
Potential Calculated Potential Calculated Potential Calculated Potential Calculated
sequence mass sequence mass Sequence mass sequence mass
(11–325) 36330.00 (1–169) 19502.65 (8–186) 20434.61 (3–99) 11267.34
(6–175) 19504.61 (11–189) 20431.56 (2–98) 11264.28
(11–181) 19504.52 (21–199) 20433.48 (4–100) 11268.32
(53–222) 19508.53 (87–265) 20429.46 (79–177) 11265.88
(58–227) 19503.37 (89–267) 20428.52 (105–203) 11266.66
(64–234) 19508.37 (93–271) 20436.53 (118–216) 11263.88
(83–253) 19507.31 (95–273) 20434.46 (126–224) 11263.04
(101–271) 19506.30 (119–295) 20432.55 (130–228) 11262.89
(102–272) 19504.27 (123–300) 20434.57 (140–239) 11263.00
(105–274) 19503.29 (150–325) 20432.56 (151–249) 11267.99
(109–278) 19503.35 (156–254) 11263.91
(115–284) 19503.36 (158–256) 11261.94
(126–294) 19510.59 (159–257) 11262.88
(145–311) 19504.48 (194–289) 11262.12
(151–317) 19503.46 (196–291) 11263.15
(217–311) 11263.03
(218–312) 11264.96
(231–325) 11264.02
 mass  0.1 Da  mass  1.5 Da  mass  0.9 Da  mass  0.7 Da
aSequences eliminated in the first step are shown in gray; the final determined sequences are shown in bold. Each mass is the difference between
detected mass and the calculated mass of its determined sequence. For the fragment tr-p7-36329.9 Da, there is only one potential sequence within
the 3 Da window.
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For example, identification of tr-p7-36,329.9 Da as (11–
325) is further supported by the observation of the
expected complementary small fragment mass of ms-
p2-1288.71 Da. That is, the sum of the two fragment
masses (minus the mass of a water molecule) is equal to
the full-length mass of MK2 (37,601.5 Da). This detected
smaller mass also differed by only 0.07 Da from the
calculated mass (1288.64 Da) of (1–10). It was thus
concluded with a high degree of certainty that these two
fragments resulted from cleavage of MK2 at site (10, 11)
(here we annotate cleavage sites by the two residues at
the amino and carboxyl sides of the site, separated by a
comma).
The concept of mass additivity and sequence
complementarity also helped with some of the other
fragments observed early in the limited proteolysis
reaction. In the first time point (2 min), four fragment
masses were detected in HPLC peaks 5 and 6 (Table 1).
It was straightforward to infer that rs-p6-15,916.8 Da
and tr-p5-21,704.1 Da are complementary fragments for
two reasons. First, the sum of these masses (minus the
18 Da mass for proteolytic addition of a water molecule)
equals 37,602.9 Da and is within error equal to the
calculated mass of intact MK2 (37,601.5 Da). Second,
complementary (mutually exclusive) sequence regions
of MK2 have mass values that match the masses of these
fragments (Table 2a). Likewise, similar relationships
exist for tr-p6-16,843.3 Da and tr-p5-20,777.3 Da. With
the complementary relationships identified for these
two pairs of fragments, all potential sequences except
those containing the original N- or C-terminus were
eliminated, as shown in gray in Table 2.
Interestingly, despite having eliminated the majority
of potential sequences, there still remain two possibili-
ties for the identities of the complementary fragments
rs-p6-15,916.8 Da and tr-p5-21,704.1 Da. That is, two
sets of complementary sequence regions fromMK2 sum
to the mass of the intact MK2 molecule (from Table 2a):
(1–138) and (139–325) as well as (1–189) and (190–325).
Similarly, there still remain two combinations for the
fragments tr-p6-16,843.3 Da and tr-p5-20,777.3 Da: both
(1–146) and (147–325) as well as (1–181) and (182–325)
sum to, within error, the mass of intact MK2 as shown
in Table 2b.
With the prior identification of the cleavage site (10,
11), the orientation of the above two pairs of comple-
mentary fragments can easily be resolved. For the stable
fragment rs-p6-15,916.8 Da, its identity had been nar-
rowed down to either (1–138) or (190–325). If its iden-
tity were the former, containing the cleavage site (10,
11), an equally or more stable fragment (11–138), with a
calculated mass of 14,645.0 Da, would have been gen-
erated but was not detected at any time point along the
entire reaction. This supports assignment of rs-p6-
15,916.8 Da to (190–325). This in turn predicts that its
complementary fragment, tr-p5-21,704.1 Da, now tenta-
tively assigned as (1–189), would also lead to a more
stable fragment (11–189) resulting from cleavage at (10,11), with a calculated mass of 20,431.6 Da. A fragment
(rs-p5-20,432.5) with this mass is indeed observed as a
relatively stable fragment co-eluting in peak 5 at later
time points. Thus fragment rs-p6-15,916.8 Da is as-
signed as (190–325), tr-p5-21,704.1 Da as (1, 189), and
rs-p5-20,432.5 as (11–189).
Identification of the other pair of complementary
fragments (tr-p6-16,843.3 Da and tr-p5-20,777.3 Da) was
facilitated by their LC elution behavior. Although the
LC elution profiles were not as rigorous in identifying
the fragments as the mass spectrometry data were, they
did provide valuable insight to guide data interpreta-
tion. As an example, the fragments tr-p6-16,843.3 Da
and rs-p6-15,916.8 Da have similar masses and both
appeared in peak 6 in HPLC separation; likewise,
fragments tr-p5-21,704.1 Da and tr-p5-20,777.3 Da have
similar masses and both appeared in peak 5 in HPLC
separation. This indicates that they were two groups of
fragments having similar physical properties and
strongly suggests they could consist of very similar
sequence regions. Since rs-p6-15,916.8 Da was deter-
mined to be (190–325) containing the original C-termi-
nus, it was most likely that the unidentified fragment
tr-p6-16,843.3 Da could also be a C-terminal fragment
(182–325). A similar argument also exists for fragments
tr-p5-21,704.1 Da and tr-p5-20,777.3 Da. Since tr-p5-
21,704.1 Da has been identified as (1–189) containing the
original N-terminus, the fragment tr-p5-20,777.3 Da is
most likely the N-terminus containing (1–181). These
assignments indicate that MK2 has two more cleavage
sites at (181, 182) and (189, 190), in addition to the
already identified (10, 11). Importantly, additional sup-
port for these assignments, and all assignments, comes
from self-consistency in analyzing the global dataset
from the early, mid, and late stages of limited
proteolysis.
Identify fragments from combinations of cleavage sites. At
this point, a total of three cleavage sites at (10, 11), (181,
182), and (189, 190) have been identified as shown in
Figure 3. One way to identify more fragments is to
search for all possible fragments that result from vari-
ous combinations of already identified cleavage sites
and see whether the calculated masses match with
detected masses. For example, knowing the presence of
three cleavage sites at (10, 11), (181, 182), and (189, 190),
the calculated masses for the two sequences, (11–181)
and (182–189), are 19,504.5 and 944.40 Da, respectively.
By examining the remaining unidentified masses (Table
1), one can assign the two fragments rs-p5-19,506.0 Da
and rs-p1-944.38 Da to these two sequences. By this
approach, the only remaining unidentified fragment
from peak 5 can be identified. However, for the purpose
of illustrating additional constraints that exist in the
current dataset, the subsequent discussion demon-
strates other means by which the two fragments, rs-p5-
19,506.0 Da and rs-p5-20,432.5 Da, are identified.
d 15,
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Figure 4 are mass spectra of peak 5 at three selected
time points representing the early, middle, and late
stages of proteolysis. We have found that proteolytic
Figure 3. Schematic of identified cleavage s
fragments. Shown on each fragment is the calcula
bar represents the fragment’s relative stability
fragments with calculated masses of 1288.6, 944.4
by relatively stable ones at 19,504.5, 20,431.6, an
Figure 4. Mass spectra of peak 5 at selected t
stages of proteolysis reaction. These spectra w
fragment ions to transfer from the raw m/z spectr
initially formed fragments at 21,704.1 and 20
fragments at 20,432.5 and 19,506.0 Da. Eventually
stable among them.fragments that co-elute by LC often contain a common
sequence region and similar length, thus giving rise to
their similar chromatographic behavior. It is evident
that tr-p5-21,704.1 Da and tr-p5-20,777.3 Da were
on MK2 cleaved by subtilisin and resulting
ass of the assigned sequence. The shade of each
darker ones indicating greater stability. The
.5, and 11,264.0 Da are the most stable, followed
916.5 Da; the rest are transient fragments.
points representing the early, middle, and late
obtained by deconvoluting multiply charged
o the zero charge mass domain. It is evident that
Da were continuously cleaved to form the
fragment at 19,506.0 Da appeared to be the mostites
ted m
, with
, 4670ime
ere
um t
,777.3
, the
850 TAO ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2008, 19, 841–854formed first; they gradually collapsed down to rs-p5-
20,432.5 Da and rs-p5-19,506.0 Da, and eventually rs-
p5-19,506.0 Da appeared to be the most stable fragment
among them. This time course suggests the two frag-
ments, rs-p5-19,506.0 Da and rs-p5-20,432.5 Da, must be
subfragments of tr-p5-21,704.1 Da, the largest one
within the group. In other words, rs-p5-19,506.0 Da and
rs-p5-20,432.5 Da should not have a terminus longer
than that of tr-p5-21,704.1 Da, whose identity has al-
ready been determined to be (1–189). Therefore, poten-
tial sequences for rs-p5-19,506.0 Da and rs-p5-20,432.5
Da that do not satisfy this relationship were eliminated
and are shown in gray in Table 3.
At this point, there are still three remaining possible
sequences for rs-p5-19,506.0 Da: (1–169), (6–175), and
(11–181). Since rs-p5-19,506.0 Da was one of the more
stable fragments except those most stable ones (Figure
2), it was unlikely to contain the susceptible cleavage
site (10, 11). Furthermore, for (1–169) or (6–175) to be
true identities for any fragments, the cleavage sites (169,
170) or (5, 6) and (175, 176) would have to exist,
respectively. However, there was no evidence support-
ing either hypothesis. Therefore, the only reasonable
assignment for rs-p5-19,506.0 Da is (11–181), as shown
in bold in Table 3. For rs-p5-20,432.5 Da, the two
remaining possible sequences are (8–186) and (11–189).
Between them, only (11–189) appeared to be the real
sequence. This is because additional cleavage sites at (7,
8) and (186, 187) would have to exist to make (8–186) a
reasonable choice. On the other hand, since (10, 11) and
(189, 190) have already been identified as cleavage sites,
cleaving at (10, 11) and (189, 190) would readily gener-
ate (11–189). Therefore, (11–189) is assigned to rs-p5-
Table 4. Detected small fragments in peaks 1, 2, and 4, and the
rs-p1-944.38  0.03 Da ms-p2-128
Potential Calculated Potential
sequence mass sequence
(182–189) 944.40 (1–10)
(139–149)
(172–183)
(232–242)
 mass  0.02 Da  mass
aFor the two smallest fragments rs-p1-944.38 Da and ms-p2-1288.71 Da
was used to select potential sequences. The final determined sequence
and the calculated mass of its determined sequence. For the fragment
Da window.20,432.5 Da.Identify the most stable fragments remaining late in the time
course. To this point, the only two observed fragments
yet to be identified are ms-p3-11,264.7 Da and ms-p4-
4670.0 Da. Since they were two of the most stable
fragments (Figure 2), they were unlikely to contain any
of the cleavage sites identified so far. Otherwise, they
would have been cleaved during the time course.
Therefore, they could only evolve from either (11–181)
at 19,506.0 Da or (190–325) at 15,916.806.5 Da, two of the
fragments that do not contain previously identified
cleavage sites as shown in Figure 3. Consequently,
potential sequences for ms-p3-11,264.7 Da that are not
covered by (11–181) or (190–325) are ruled out and
shown in gray.
By examining the remaining sequences for ms-p3-
11,264.7 Da in Table 3, if it evolved from (11–181), the
only choice would be (79–177). If it evolved from
(190–325), several sequences seem to be possible (the
bottom 5 on the list in Table 3). However, since it was
formed by additional cleaving of a relatively stable
fragment, very limited additional cleaving is expected
during its formation. Therefore, sequence (231–325),
which could come from a single cleavage on (190–325),
appeared to be the most reasonable choice. Any other
sequences would require two more cleaving events to
be generated, and there was no evidence indicating the
existence of these extra cleavage sites. Furthermore,
strong additional evidence supporting this assignment
is that its complementary fragment (190–230), with a
calculated mass of 4670.45 Da and presumably cleaved
from (190–325) when (231–325) was generated, was in
fact found in peak 4 at 4670.0 Da. With the identification
of the two most stable fragments, ms-p3-11,264.7 Da
ential sequences.a
 0.03 Da ms-p4-4570.0  0.0 Da
Calculated Potential Calculated
mass Sequence mass
1288.64 (62–100) 4667.49
1288.70 (65–104) 4672.47
1288.63 (78–118) 4672.41
1288.71 (146–186) 4671.30
(158–199) 4671.30
(159–200) 4671.30
(190–230) 4670.45
(195–236) 4667.50
(200–240) 4670.55
(202–242) 4666.58
(221–260) 4673.30
(235–273) 4667.39
(258–296) 4669.55
.07 Da  mass  0.5 Da
ch were measured by monoisotopic mass, a mass window of 0.2 Da
shown in bold. Each  mass is the difference between detected mass
944.38  0.03 Da, there is only one potential sequence within the 0.2ir pot
8.71
 0
, whi
s are
rs-p1-and ms-p4-4670.0 Da, a fourth cleavage site at (230, 231)
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depicting all identified cleavage sites and resulting
fragments is summarized in Figure 3.
After all proteolysis products are identified by the
current method, we compared the difference between
each detected mass and the calculated mass of its
determined identity as shown in the last rows in Tables
2, 3, and 4. The differences were from 0.2 Da to 1.5
Da. This distribution was well within the mass window
(3 Da) used in selecting potential sequences. This
indicated that the mass window used in selecting
potential sequences was large enough. With all of the
major proteolysis reaction products identified, a dy-
namic picture of the entire proteolysis process was
assembled by combining the information shown in
Figures 2 and 3. It was evident that none of the
fragments containing (10, 11) or (189, 190) was stable.
In contrast, the relatively stable fragments, (11–189)
Figure 5. Time-dependent limited proteolysis
was mixed with subtilisin with an E/S ratio of 1
10 L of reaction mixture from nine time points
(lane 1), 2 min (lane 2), 17 min (lane 3), 32 min (l
8), 5 h (lane 9), and 6 h (lane 10). Overloading wa
MK2 migrated with an apparent molecular weig
subtilisin, three groups of fragments in the ap
formed, respectively.and (190–325), contained cleavage sites (181, 182)and (230, 231), respectively. This indicated the two
cleavage sites at (10, 11) and (189, 190) were more
susceptible to proteolysis than the two at (181, 182)
and (230, 231).
Comparison to SDS-PAGE and N-Terminal
Sequencing Data
To compare the present method to the more traditional
approach of relying on SDS-PAGE and N-terminal
sequencing, as well as to help validate the present
method, we conducted SDS-PAGE and N-terminal se-
quencing analyses under conditions very similar to
those of the time-resolved LC/MS study. Figure 5
shows a time course for the limited proteolysis reaction
of MK2. There are clearly multiple bands, but it is not
clear how many could be overlapping by SDS-PAGE
2 visualized by SDS-PAGE. MK2 at 1 mg/mL
at time zero and incubated at 25 °C. A total of
loaded as follows: Mark 12™ protein standards
), 1 h (lane 5), 2 h (lane 6), 3 h (lane 7), 4 h (lane
e to make the weaker bands more visible. Intact
37 kDa. When MK2 molecules were cleaved by
mate ranges of 18–30, 12–16, and 7 kDa wereof MK
/20K
was
ane 4
s don
ht of
proxianalysis. Traditionally, N-terminal sequencing is done
aves
852 TAO ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2008, 19, 841–854on bands that appear to reflect stable domains. We did
N-terminal sequencing on the major bands of the 1-h
time point sample that migrated with apparent molec-
ular weight (estimated using Mark12™ protein stan-
dard) of 19, 13, and 7 kD, respectively. Their first 5
amino acids at the N-terminus were (11–15), (190–194),
and (190–194), respectively. These bands correspond to
rs-p5-20,432.5 Da and/or rs-p5-19,506.0 Da, rs-p6-
15,916.8 Da, and ms-p4-4670.0 Da, respectively. These
results confirmed the cleavage sites previously identi-
fied by the LC/MS only approach. Since the molecular
weight measurement by SDS-PAGE lacks enough pre-
cision, even when N-terminal sequencing data are
available, it can still be difficult to determine the exact
C-termini of the fragments. Mass spectrometry analysis
of the bands by the proteomics approach would obvi-
ously greatly facilitate identification of the fragments,
but in most cases would likely require the N-terminal
sequencing data for unambiguous determination. Fur-
thermore, it is extremely tedious to obtain dynamic
information of proteolysis as shown in Figure 2 by the
proteomics approach. As a contrast, the time-resolved
LC/MS only approach provides significantly more in-
formation about the proteolysis process and it is also
 
 missing 19 residu
49K,50S 
N terminus 
Figure 6. Crystal structure of MK2 (1KWP.pd
proteolysis, (49Lys, 50Ser), (220Leu, 221Thr), (22
and apparently flexible (numbering is from 1KW
study). Two of the identified cleavage sites, (
activation loop and fall in the region of 19 un
presumably due to the high degree of flexibility
which are absent in the construct of present stu
from the core structure. The limited proteolysis a
based on the concept that limited proteolysis cleless time-consuming.Comparison to Crystal Structure Data
We mapped the cleavage sites identified by the current
method onto the known crystal structure of MK2,
shown in Figure 6 [32], to determine whether their
locations correspond to flexible or surface-exposed re-
gions. The protein crystal structure was obtained with a
construct of MK2 consisting of amino acids (1–400),
which relative to the construct used in this study
contained an extra 39 amino acids at the N-terminus
and an extra 36 amino acids at the C-terminus. Assign-
able electron density was observed for the region span-
ning (46–385), covering residues (7–325) in the con-
struct used in this study, with an extra 36 amino acids at
the C-terminus and two gaps at (217–235) and (282–
283), respectively. The 21 residues at the C-terminus
(365–385), which were absent in the construct of the
present study, extended into solution and away from
the core structure as shown in gray, apparently causing
no distortion to the core structure. The identified cleav-
age site (10, 11) corresponds to (49Lys, 50Ser) in crystal
structure, which is located on a partially unfolded
extended strand at the N-terminus. The two cleavage
sites (180, 181) and (189, 190) correspond to (220Leu,
217H-235G)
269L,270A
C terminus 
]. The four cleavage sites identified by limited
, 229Tyr), and (269Leu, 270Ala), are all exposed
b and shifted by 39 from that used in the present
eu, 221Thr) and (228Tyr, 229Tyr), are on the
ved residues (217H–235G) in crystal structure,
his region. The C-terminal 21 residues 365–385,
shown in gray, extend into solution and away
ray crystal structure data are in good agreement
preferentially at exposed and flexible regions.es (
b) [32
8Tyr
P.pd
220L
resol
of t
dy as
nd X-221Thr) and (228Tyr, 229Tyr), respectively, in the crys-
853J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2008, 19, 841–854 TIME-RESOLVED PROTEIN LIMITED-PROTEOLYSIS LC/MStal structure. They fell within a missing gap of 19 amino
acids in the activation loop for which there was no
electron density visible in crystal structure. The missing
gap was presumably caused by a high degree of flexi-
bility, such that not enough electron density was regis-
tered for any single conformation. The cleavage site
(230, 231) corresponds to (269Leu, 270ALa) in the crys-
tal structure, which was located on an exposed linker
region between two helices. The four observed cleavage
sites all appeared to be exposed, and at least two of
them were in regions of high flexibility. Overall, three
areas of the MK2 molecule were sensitive to proteolysis,
and only four sites were preferentially cleaved. It is also
worth pointing out that stable fragments generated by
limited proteolysis are based on structural stability;
they may not correspond to fully functional domains.
This is because some functional domains have flexible
loops in the middle that are susceptible to proteolysis,
as is in the case of MK2 where its activation loop was
among the first to be cleaved.
Conclusions
We have described a novel, time-resolved LC/MS ap-
proach for identifying stable domains and flexible re-
gions on the catalytic domain of MK2 by limited prote-
olysis. This method eliminated the need for conducting
additional experiments with other technologies such as
SDS-PAGE, N-terminal sequencing, and peptide map-
ping. Importantly, it took less time and was more
informative than traditional approaches. The time-re-
solved approach not only enabled identification of the
most stable fragments, but also provided insight into
the dynamic nature of the limited proteolysis reaction at
early and intermediate stages of proteolysis. Since it
does not require specific proteases, it is a more univer-
sal method that can be used in any limited proteolysis
studies where proteins are cleaved based on structural
flexibility and surface exposure. Currently, with a reg-
ular ion-trap type of mass spectrometer, a target protein
with a mass up to 50 kDa can be readily analyzed. For
the current method to be applied successfully, it is
essential that the 6-h time course captures all critical
steps of proteolysis—that is, from the initial cleaving to
generate complementary fragments, through different
intermediate states—until all stable fragments are
formed. This will usually allow enough constraints or
relationships governing proteolytic fragments to be
identified. Similar to solving equations of multiple
unknowns, as long as enough constraints can be found,
all proteolytic fragments can be determined robustly.
That is, because all fragments are intrinsically linked by
specific relationships, incorrect assignment of some
fragments will invariably cause others to be without a
valid solution. This greatly reduces the likelihood that
assignment errors early in the process would be prop-
agated throughout the process. We have also applied
this method successfully to more than 10 unrelated
recombinant proteins so far in our laboratory (unpub-lished results). We have found that if a clear mass
spectrum was obtained on an intact target protein, its
proteolytic fragments were also measured reliably and
the current method was applicable. Because this
method identifies flexible and stable regions of proteins,
it is useful in the design of protein constructs for X-ray
crystallography studies [29], as well as for studying
proteins with unknown structures. It is also conceivable
that when a high-resolution mass spectrometer such as
Fourier transform mass spectrometer (FTMS) is used,
this method can be applied to much larger proteins,
since the corresponding mass window for selecting
potential subsequences can be significantly reduced for
FTMS. In addition, FTMS can perform sequencing “on
the fly” on protein fragments, thus achieving rapid
analysis with an even higher confidence level [33, 34].
Given the relatively simple mathematical mass con-
straints of the proteolytic products generated from a
target protein of known sequence, it should be possible
to globally analyze by automated computational meth-
ods.
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